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Bastian draws Cole deeper into his world,
showing Cole the pleasure in pain and the
joy in submission. Bastian is unable to
keep his hands off Cole, the need for his
young cub grows every minute. He knows
there is something special about Cole, a
magnetism that wont be ignored. But Cole
hesitates once he starts his new job at Bears
in Bondage. Bastian is now his boss and it
causes strings to be attached to the fun
theyre having. Cole is serious about
working hard and finishing his studies, and
he doesnt want to be a kept man. But he
knows hes found something in the big,
strong man and Cole doesnt want to let
Bastian go, either. Bastian has to show
Cole that the lines blur in his world and
that he can still be Coles master, even if
hes also Coles boss.
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